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Abstract. Alopecia areata is nonscarring telogenic alopecia of autoimmune etiology. It is estimated to be the presenting complaint in 2% of dermatologic consultations, and can appear at any age although it is more common in young patients. Treatment depends on several factors, such as extent of the disease and age, and maybe local or systemic. Local treatments aim to achieve hair regrowth, but do not alter the underlying condition, whereas systemic treatments can modify the course of the disease. In neither case does treatment provide a cure. In this article, we review most of the therapeutic options described in the literature for alopecia areata.
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Introduction

Alopecia areata (AA) is nonscarring telogenic alopecia of autoimmune etiology. Predisposing genetic factors (as evidenced by the presence of certain human leukocyte antigens [HLAs] such as DQ3, DQ7, DR4, and DR11), a cell-based autoimmune response (CD4+ T helper cells), association with autoimmune diseases (such as Hashimoto thyroiditis), and external triggers (psychological problems, stress, etc) may all contribute to the pathogenesis of the disease.

It affects both sexes equally and its prevalence in Spain is unknown, although it is thought to affect between 0.5 and 1 individuals per thousand population. Although onset can occur at any age, 60% of new cases present in patients between 5 and 20 years of age.

Clinically, the disease is characterized by the appearance of alopecic patches or plaques of varying size and number on the scalp. Short exclamation mark hairs (distal end wider than the proximal one) can often be observed.

Although such a presentation (whether as a single patch or multiple ones) is the most common, other clinical presentations such as alopecia totalis (hair loss from the entire scalp), alopecia universalis (loss of body hair as well), ophiasic AA (pattern of hair loss affecting the frontoparietal, temporal, and occipital regions), sisaipho AA (hair loss affecting the entire scalp except the peripheral ring), reticular AA (numerous patches of hair loss on the scalp with areas of hair remaining in between), alopecia diffusa (acute and generalized hair loss, which may be hard to diagnose), AA with castling phenomena (alopecia totalis in which one or several tufts of terminal hair remain), AA resembling male/female pattern hair loss (hair loss follows a similar pattern to male-pattern and female-pattern hair loss), and perinevoid AA (hair loss around a melanocytic nevus) may also occur.

Although the most common site of presentation is the scalp, other sites, such as the beard, eyebrows, eyelashes, body, armpits, and pubic region, may also be affected. Nail involvement in the form of pitting or punctate depressions, mottled lunula, onychomadesis, punctate
leukonychia, trachyonychia (sandpaper-like or shiny), and pseudomycotic pachyonychia may also be present.

**Management**

There are no standard guidelines on the therapeutic approach for AA, except for those published in 2003 in the *British Journal of Dermatology*. When considering our therapeutic approach in patients with AA, we must first decide whether or not to treat, as a relatively high proportion of patients will experience spontaneous regrowth of patches of hair loss. The high number of spontaneous remissions, particularly in mild cases, is an obstacle for evaluating the efficacy of treatment. Some trials have been restricted to patients with severe forms of the disease, which are much more resistant to treatment. The lack of efficacy observed for certain treatments in severe forms therefore does not preclude their usefulness in milder disease. Several treatments may stimulate hair growth in AA, but none have been shown to modify the course of the disease. If we decide to treat, we must consider a number of points before starting:

1. Although the psychological repercussions may well be substantial, there is no direct impact of the disease on the general health of the patients to justify the use of treatments associated with risks to the patient, particularly treatments of unproven efficacy.
2. We should bear in mind side effects and long-term and short-term complications associated with treatment.
3. We must evaluate the possible factors likely to be associated with a poor response to treatment, such as alopecia totalis and universalis, the presence of ophiasis, early onset of the disease, and the number and size of patches of hair loss, as well as family history of the disease and whether or not atopy is present.
4. The outcomes should be assessed and possible changes in therapy considered only after a minimum treatment period of 3 months.
5. In cases of extensive AA, the entire scalp should be treated, given that the presence of inflammatory infiltrate in unaffected or apparently healthy areas has been demonstrated. Nevertheless, an untreated area can be left to control for spontaneous repopulation and so provide an indication as to whether treatment should be discontinued.
6. Combined therapies seem more effective than single agents, although this has not been confirmed in controlled studies.
7. A stepwise therapeutic approach should be taken, starting with the least aggressive measures before moving on to more aggressive ones if no response is obtained, depending on the severity of the disease.

**Treatment**

There are a series of general measures that we employ in all patients with AA. These include giving an explanation of the disease and the therapeutic options with their risks and benefits; making an assessment of the patients' attitudes and attempting to change negative ones; and providing information on patient groups and associations that can provide psychological support.

We should also remember that—with the exception of contact immunotherapy—few treatments have been tested in randomized trials. We will review the different treatments used in AA, classifying them as topical or systemic. Topical treatments aim to achieve hair regrowth without altering the disease course whereas systemic ones may also influence the underlying disease course while remaining essentially palliative measures. Whenever available, we will make reference to the level of evidence and to the strength of recommendation (Tables 1 and 2).

**Topical Treatments**

**Dithranol**

There are only a few reports of case series using dithranol (anthralin) in AA. Although the mechanism of action is unknown, the interaction of the drug with different cytokines such as interferons, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin (IL) 1, and IL-10, point to a nonspecific immunomodulatory effect as possibly responsible for regrowth. The lack of controls in the studies to date makes it hard to determine the level of response, but only a small percentage of patients reported achieving a cosmetically acceptable regrowth. Data published on the topic suggest that frequent applications of high doses are needed to achieve a rapid and effective irritant reaction. Concentrations of between 0.25% and 1%, applied...
Topical Cyclosporine

Gilhar et al. failed to find a favorable response after 12 months’ use of 10% cyclosporine in oil in 10 patients. Other clinical trials have assessed the efficacy of topical cyclosporine in AA without satisfactory results. A recent publication reports the use of a mixture of ethanol and phospholipids in the formulation of new topical cyclosporine preparations in order to increase penetration.

Corticosteroids

Topical corticosteroids. The clinical efficacy of topical corticosteroids in AA is subject to much controversy. Although there is little evidence for hair regrowth, potent topical corticosteroids are widely used. A randomized clinical trial compared a cream containing 0.25% desoximetasone with placebo in patients with patchy AA and found no significant treatment effect. Other studies reported different findings; Mancuso et al. found that topical application of betamethasone valerate foam, twice a day for 12 weeks, was effective in the treatment of AA with an extension of less than 25% while Tosti et al. evaluated 0.05% clobetasol propionate under occlusion, applied daily 6 days a week for 6 months, and observed hair regrowth from week 6 of treatment onwards in patients with alopecia totalis and universalis, although with frequent relapses. Recently, a study, also by Tosti and coworkers, obtained good results in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial with 0.05% clobetasol propionate foam, with regrowth of more than 50% observed in 25% of the patients. The most frequent side effect is folliculitis, although other adverse reactions such as erythema, acneiform eruption, atrophic striae, telangiectasis, and hypertrichosis can also occur. In general, this agent is not used alone but in combination with minoxidil or anthralin. Level of evidence 3 and strength of recommendation C.

Intradermal corticosteroids. Intradermal corticosteroids alone or in combination with another agent to treat single or multiple patches of AA are popular with dermatologists. The most widely used drug is triamcinolone acetonide, with regrowth in up of 60% after several sessions. Porter and Burton also achieved good results with this method, using triamcinolone acetonide and hexacetonide for more than 9 months. Several intradermal injections approximately 1 cm apart were performed every 4 to 6 weeks (Figure 1). The drugs generally used are triamcinolone acetonide (40 mg/mL), paramethasone acetate (20 mg/mL), and betamethasone (3 mg of betamethasone acetate and 3 mg of betamethasone sodium phosphate). After each injection, a gentle massage of the treated area is recommended to help prevent treatment-induced atrophy. Injections in frontoparietal areas are not recommended because of the potential risk of thrombosis in the central retinal artery due to the formation of crystalline deposits. Ferrando and Moreno propose the use of mesotherapy multi-injectors with 5 or 7 needles, an approach which has the advantage of optimizing the process while economizing on product use and ensuring homogeneity, with a shorter application time and a decrease in painful injections. This then is a useful method in cases of patchy AA of less than 50% extension, especially at the onset of the disease or when the patient fails to respond to other therapeutic measures. It is also useful in certain cosmetically sensitive sites such as the outer eyebrows (although particular care should be taken at this site due to the risk of cataracts and increased intraocular pressure). This treatment is not appropriate in rapidly progressing or very extensive forms. Level of evidence 3 and strength of recommendation B.


**Minoxidil**

Despite numerous experimental studies, the exact mechanism of action of minoxidil is not known, although it appears to prolong the anagen phase of the hair follicle. Fenton and Wilkinson undertook a double-blind study that confirmed the greater hair growth in patients treated with topical 1% minoxidil compared to placebo. Subsequent studies using concentrations of 1% and 3% have not found similar results. A study has been conducted to compare the 1% formulation with the 5% formulation, and it was found that regrowth appeared more frequently in the group treated with the 5% formulation, although few of the patients reported esthetically pleasing outcomes. This drug may therefore be useful in treatment of patchy AA but not alopecia totalis or universalis. It is generally used at a concentration of 5% in combination with a topical corticosteroid or anthralin, which enhance its action by increasing absorption. A product combining minoxidil (2%-5%) with clobetasol propionate (0.05%) and, optionally, retinoic acid (0.025%-0.05%) in a shampoo can also be used. However, clinical studies confirming the usefulness of such combinations are not available. Likewise, 2% minoxidil has also been used in combination with systemic corticosteroids because this seems to limit hair loss after suspending corticosteroid therapy. The side effects reported include allergic and irritant contact dermatitis, and localized facial hypertrichosis. Level of evidence 4 and strength of recommendation C.

**Topical Immunotherapy**

The mechanism of action of topical immunotherapy is unknown, although the following different factors have been postulated as responsible for hair regrowth:

1. An immunomodulatory effect that alters the ratio, in the peribulbar region, of CD4+ to CD8+ cells, and changes the site of inflammatory infiltrate, which shifts from the peribulbar region to the interfollicular region and the dermis.
2. Elimination of the antigenic stimulus, because the new T-cell population attracted by the contact immunogen would decrease the stimulatory effect of the preexisting population.
3. Antigenic competition, in which the reaction triggered is responsible for a nonspecific inhibition of the immune response mediated by the suppressor T cells.
4. Inhibition of proinflammatory cytokine production.

In short, the technique consists of sensitizing the patient with a laboratory allergen that is not normally found in the environment. Once obtained, the substance is applied to the affected area. A delayed eczematous reaction will appear, giving rise to an inflammatory infiltrate that is able to displace the AA-specific lymphocytic infiltrate and therefore allow hair regrowth.

A review of all the articles published on contact immunotherapy concluded that 50% to 60% of the patients experienced worthwhile regrowth, although the range of response was very broad (9% to 87%) and lower in those patients with more extensive alopecia. In most studies, treatment was discontinued if a response was not apparent after 24 weeks.

In children with AA, 2 case reports described degrees of response of around 30%, while urticaria and vitiligo have also been reported. Health professionals and family members who apply the product should be careful about taking protective measures to avoid becoming sensitized themselves. Safety data are not available on the use of contact immunotherapy in pregnant women, and so it should be avoided in such cases and in women who are attempting to get pregnant. Level of evidence 3-b and strength of recommendation B.

Three substances are used in this type of therapy:

- **Dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB).** This was the first such drug to be used. Initially the patient is sensitized with a 1% to 2% solution. Once sensitization has been...
demonstrated by patch testing, topical applications of the product with very diluted concentrations—of the order of 0.0001%—are made, with adjustments made to that concentration according to clinical response. The goal is to induce mild allergic contact dermatitis (hardly any erythema) that can stimulate the growth of hair. DNCB is no longer used today due to its mutagenic properties and the risk of carcinogenesis.

Squaric acid dibutyl ester (SADE). In the opinion of some authors this is the ideal allergen because of its sensitizing potency, the fact that it is not found in the environment, and the lack of cross reactivity with other chemicals. It does have a drawback though—it is not very stable in acetone. Sensitization is performed with a 2% solution of SADE in acetone. After 3 weeks, treatment is started with weekly topical applications of the solution at an initial concentration of 0.00001% with progressive increases up to concentrations as high as 1% depending on the clinical response obtained. The clinical goal of the increases in concentration is none other than to induce weak contact eczema with predominance of erythema and pruritus.

Dipheniziprone or diphenylcyclopropenone (DPCP). This is the most widely used sensitizing agent at present, perhaps because it is the most stable. The first step in using this product is sensitization, achieved with daily applications of a 2% solution of the product to a convex area (back of the neck or arm) until an eczematous reaction occurs. Subsequently, patch tests are undertaken by applying dilutions of the chemical to the back to determine the minimum concentration needed to induce a reaction. This concentration will be the starting one for treatment, which consists of application of the solution every day or every other day, initially, as above, with the minimum concentration able to induce a mild eczematous reaction. If no effect is apparent, the concentration is increased until a reaction occurs, and this concentration is then taken as the ideal one. When the maximum response is reached, the number of applications is reduced, and then the drug is discontinued if complete regrowth is attained. Relapses, should they occur, will generally respond to a new cycle of immunotherapy, although response is not guaranteed. Regrowth generally appears after 12 weeks of treatment, although acceptable cosmetic regrowth may take longer, up to 24 weeks. The response rate ranges from 30% to 50%, with relapses in half the cases. If no response is observed after 24 weeks, further applications are not recommended. DPCP is light sensitive, and so solutions should be kept in dark places (usually in a refrigerator). Patients should be advised to wear a hat, cap, or wig after application of the product if they are going outside or plan to undertake any activity in which light may come into contact with the treated area.

Nickel. Those individuals who have become sensitized to nickel are eligible to use this substance as a sensitizing agent. The metal is applied as a 1% nickel sulfate solution in petroleum jelly in similar fashion to that described above, every day or every other day.

**Phototherapy and Photochemotherapy**

In 2001, Behrens-Williams et al reported hair regrowth in 6 patients with AA refractory to other treatments after applying a 0.0001% solution (1 g/L) of 8-methoxypsoralen (8-MOP) at 37ºC to the scalp for 20 minutes with subsequent exposure to UVA radiation (PUVA–turban). The treatment regimen consisted of 3 to 4 sessions per week, with an irradiation dose of 0.3 to 8 J/cm² and a total flux of 60 to 170 J/cm² over a 24-week treatment period.

Another study that included patients with multiple patches of AA refractory to treatment with topical corticosteroids used topical protoporphyrin and UVA radiation; hair regrowth was observed in 2 out of 3 patients treated after 3 and 4 months of treatment. Two retrospective reviews have reflected low response rates and suggested that response is no better than what would be observed in the natural disease course.

Although the erythema induced by UVB radiation is similar to that produced by other irritants, there is little evidence in the literature of the efficacy of this technique. Level of evidence 3 and strength of recommendation C.

**Prostaglandin Analogues**

Latanoprost is an analogue of prostaglandin F2α. The drug is indicated for treating glaucoma and its use in alopecia of the eyebrows was proposed after eyelash growth was detected in glaucoma patients. Subsequently, a similar effect was observed in patients with other analogues such as bimatoprost. Nevertheless, recently, the lack of efficacy of latanoprost has been reported in the treatment of AA of the eyebrows, and so its use remains the subject of debate.

**Tacrolimus**

The results of tacrolimus use in a number of animal models of AA have been positive, and so the product has been tried in the treatment of AA in humans, but with inconsistent results.

In a study published recently by the *Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology*, no benefit was observed in using 0.1% tacrolimus in 11 patients who
completed the study, although 1 patient did show minor regrowth.46

Imiquimod

Like tacrolimus, the clinical outcomes obtained with imiquimod have been inconsistent: some authors have reported regrowth whereas others have found no response.47 The most recent article is a report of transient hair regrowth in a 15-year-old girl affected by alopecia universalis since she was 8 years old.48

Intralesional Candidin

In 2006, the efficacy of treatment by intralesional antigenic stimulation with candidin was reported (0.5 mL every 4 to 6 weeks). This represents an alternative form of immunotherapy that may be easy to administer and at least as effective as DPCP. Intralesional injection of antigens to Candida albicans was successfully used as an immunostimulatory treatment in recalcitrant warts.49 The treatment is generally well tolerated, although some patients present with fever lasting 3 to 4 days and tender swollen cervical lymph nodes. Hair regrowth usually starts after 2 months of treatment and full recovery occurs after 8 or 10 sessions, even in untreated areas such as the eyebrows.50

Topical Rubefacients

A 5% solution of cantharides (which includes 10% chloral hydrate in sufficient quantity of Hoffman anodyne for 100 mL), phenol, benzoyl peroxide, and other substances may be useful in the case of small patches. However, there are no controlled clinical studies to confirm their supposed efficacy.

Laser Therapy

Given that excimer lasers operating at 308 nm induce T-cell apoptosis in vitro, and that AA is an autoimmune disorder in which T cells are implicated, Zakaria et al51 suggested that such a laser might be beneficial in the treatment of this disease. Nine patients with patchy AA underwent 2 sessions a week for a maximum of 24 sessions. The authors observed hair regrowth in all patients, and this was sustained for at least 3 months of follow-up. The only side effects described were erythema and mild hyperpigmentation. Treatment was well tolerated and so the authors suggested that this type of excimer laser could be a good therapeutic option.51 In another study, Waiz et al52 observed regrowth in 90% of the patches of hair loss after 4 sessions a week of therapy with diode laser light at 904 nm.52 However, further studies are needed to confirm these findings.

Garlic Acid and Betamethasone Valerate

Recently, the efficacy of a combination of 5% garlic gel with 0.1% betamethasone valerate has been reported.53 The study compared 20 patients treated with this combination and 20 patients who only received the betamethasone cream. Good and moderate responses were obtained in 19 patients in the treatment group compared to 1 in the control group, and so the authors concluded that the combination may be useful for treating patchy AA.55

Systemic Therapies

Systemic Corticosteroids

Continuous systemic oral corticosteroids. Long-term therapy with oral corticosteroids may lead to hair regrowth in some patients. In a small, partially controlled study, between 30% and 47% of the patients who received treatment with oral prednisolone for 6 weeks (starting dose of 40 mg/d) showed more than 25% regrowth.23 Unfortunately, continuous treatment was necessary in most of the patients to maintain the regrowth while the response was generally not sufficient to justify exposing the patients to the risks associated with prolonged systemic corticosteroid use. Indeed, the frequent relapses when tapering the dose, the need for prolonged treatment, and the associated side effects would seem to limit the use of these drugs.34

Pulsed systemic corticosteroids. One way to minimize the side effects of systemic corticosteroids is to use them in the form of pulses; several modalities for use of high doses in the form of pulses in different oral and intravenous regimens have been reported:

1. Intravenous methylprednisolone 250 mg administered twice a day in adults or 5 mg/kg twice a day in children for 3 consecutive days, once a month55
2. Intravenous prednisolone 2 g as a single dose or 0.5 g/d administered orally for 5 consecutive days56
3. Oral prednisolone 300 mg once a month57
4. Oral dexamethasone 5 mg twice a week58
5. Oral betamethasone 5 mg twice a week (0.1 mg/kg in children)59

Differences in the treatment protocols and patient selection hinder direct comparison of these studies, none of which were controlled. In general, around 60% of the patients with extensive patchy AA showed a cosmetically worthwhile response whereas only 10% of the patients with ophiasic forms and alopecia totalis or universalis responded.5 Oral and intravenous routes of administration appear equally effective. Our experience with this type of treatment has been good (Figures 2 and 3). Level of evidence 3 and strength of recommendation C.2
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Cyclosporine

The use of cyclosporine in the treatment of AA is controversial given that cases of this disease have been reported in transplanted patients receiving immunosuppressor treatment with cyclosporine. However, it is known that cyclosporine stimulates T cells and the pilosebaceous unit, thereby inducing hypertrichosis and sebaceous hyperplasia. Some investigators have reported regrowth with the use of cyclosporine, although high doses have been necessary for a prolonged period, with relapse after discontinuation. Other authors, such as Shapiro et al have improved outcomes by combining cyclosporine A with low doses of prednisone. Level of evidence 3 and strength of recommendation D.

Methotrexate

Methotrexate is an immunosuppressor that is widely used in the treatment of chronic autoimmune diseases such as psoriasis. Joly achieved good results in the treatment of AA with methotrexate alone or in combination with low doses of oral corticosteroids. Of the 22 patients evaluated, 6 took methotrexate alone (15-25 mg/wk) while 16 took a combination with corticosteroids (10-20 mg/d of prednisone). Regrowth was observed in 14 patients, 3 of whom were taking methotrexate alone and 11 the combination. Of these 14 patients, 6 discontinued methotrexate; the treatment effect was sustained after discontinuation in 3 and the other 3 relapsed but responded to a further cycle of methotrexate. Although this was an uncontrolled study, the results do suggest that treatment with a combination of methotrexate and low steroid doses may be useful in severe forms of AA. Nevertheless, more studies are needed to be able to draw clear conclusions on the topic.

Sulfasalazine

Salazopyrin, also known as sulfasalazine, is an anti-inflammatory drug that inhibits the release of IL-2 and prostaglandin E2, thereby reducing chemotaxis of inflammatory cells. It also inhibits cytokines and antibody production, and probably acts on certain T-cell subpopulations. Given that some anti-IL-2 drugs such as cyclosporine have been used in the treatment of this disease, a number of authors have suggested using sulfasalazine. Although some studies report hair regrowth with this treatment (with doses ranging from 500 mg/d to 1.5 g/d), relapse once the treatment is discontinued is common.

Immunomodulators

Biotin. Camacho and García have used biotin at oral doses of 20 mg/d in combination with oral zinc aspartate 100 mg/d and topical 0.025% clobetasol propionate to treat AA in children. The outcomes were good (regrowth occurred in 5 of the 9 patients treated) with no local or systemic side effects. Likewise, Ferrando et al have suggested a beneficial effect of long-term oral treatment with 10 mg/d in children. The possible mechanism of action for this effect is unknown.

Zinc. Zinc sulfate at a dose of 200 to 600 mg/d has been used in the treatment of AA with inconsistent
results.\textsuperscript{70} As mentioned above, zinc aspartate at doses of 100 mg/d has been used in combination with biotin and the topical application of clobetasol in the treatment of children with AA with good outcomes.\textsuperscript{71}

**Biologic Therapies**

For some time now, the so-called biologic agents have been extending the therapeutic arsenal available to dermatologists. Within dermatology, these products—which are proteins designed to block specific molecular mechanisms—have been used mainly for treating psoriasis. However, there are an increasing number of references in the literature to the use of these drugs in patients with AA. There have been reports of patients receiving anti-TNF-\(\alpha\) drugs (infliximab, etanercept, and adalimumab) who developed AA, suggesting that TNF-\(\alpha\) does not play a primary role in the pathogenesis of the disease.\textsuperscript{72,73} In contrast, recently, good outcomes with biologic agents such as efalizumab and alefacept that block T cells have been reported. Efalizumab is a humanized anti-CD11a monoclonal antibody, CD11a being a component of lymphocyte function-associated antigen (LFA). Spectacular improvement in a case of alopecia universalis associated with atopic dermatitis and autoimmune thyroiditis has been reported with a 12-week cycle of treatment. Therefore, despite the limited number of patients, this therapeutic approach opens up new possibilities in the treatment of AA in certain cases, although further studies are needed to draw firm conclusions.\textsuperscript{77}

**Miscellaneous Treatments**

**Thalidomide.** This drug is a potent suppressor of IL-2 and therefore strongly inhibits T-helper-cell-mediated immune response. Some authors have suggested its use in cases of recalcitrant AA. For example, Namaz\textsuperscript{78} obtained good results although that study was open-label and lacked a control group. More studies with an appropriate design are needed to draw firm conclusions about this drug.

**Aromatherapy.** In a double-blind, randomized study, Hay et al\textsuperscript{79} found regrowth of patches of hair loss in 44\% of the patients treated with essential oils extracted from thyme, rosemary, lavender, and cedar, compared to 15\% in individuals in the control group, who only received the oils (jojoba and grape) used as a vehicle for the essential oils. The group differences were statistically significant (\(P=0.008\)).

**Soy oil.** McElwee et al\textsuperscript{80} have suggested that soy oil and the phytoestrogen genistein can protect against the appearance of AA in an experimental murine model, although such an effect has yet to be demonstrated in humans.

**Imipramine.** In a double-blind study, Peirini et al\textsuperscript{81} compared 7 patients with AA treated with imipramine and patients given placebo. They observed hair regrowth in the active-treatment group, along with an improvement in psychological state in both groups (active treatment and control). However, the mechanism of action for regrowth using this drug is not known and the sample was too small to enable firm conclusions to be drawn.\textsuperscript{81}

**Treatment Algorithm**

In summary, the treatment of each patient should be tailored to individual needs. The therapeutic approach should consider the severity of the condition, its repercussion for the patient, and the chances of success. It is extremely important to assess the risk/benefit ratio for each case, and start with safer treatments and progress to potentially riskier ones with more severe disease and according to therapeutic response. Figure 4 shows the treatment algorithm.
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Figura 4. Treatment decision algorithm for alopecia areata. DPCP indicates diphenylcyclopentenone; PUVA, psoralen UV-A.

* Spontaneous regrowth may occur in 50% of the cases without treatment, particularly in localized forms.

* Triamcinolone acetonide 5 mg/mL, 2 mL in 20 injections of 0.1 mL every 4 to 6 weeks. Evaluate response at 4 to 8 weeks; if there is no response after 3 to 4 months, consider switching therapies.

In children, add biotin 10 to 20 mg/d.
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